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About This Game

[it's possible] is an indie platformer initially released in early 2014. The game is finally available on Steam and is as challenging
as ever! Now sporting more fluid movement mechanics, a fully unlocked level editor, and fancy Steam achievements, [it's

possible] is ready for a bigger audience.

The Steam edition of [it's possible] has several improvements:

Steam achievements

Tons of movement changes to make the player more fun to control

Level redesigns to improve pacing

Steam stats

Performance enhancements

Lots of bug fixes
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[it's possible] is a really great rage game, with some pretty decent controls. It takes a minute to get used to, and can get very
frustrating from time to time, but I'm pretty sure that's intended.

I got a solid hour out of it before I moved on to wanting to create custom levels, which is part of the steam version of the game,
and it seems pretty straight forward.

It's only 2$. Why wouldn't you buy it with all of these positive reviews?
I mean, come on. You know it's possible.
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